
The Tale of Ivan the fool.

1. Explain with reference to the context.(copy the questions from the text)

1. a. Simeon the soldier said these lines.

b. When the speaker says ‘a man of the army’ he means to say a soldier referring to himself and his experience as a
soldier.

c. The mood is contempt, sarcasm, tension, doubt, and jealousy.

2.a. ‘They’ refers to the people of the land who serve the ministers.

b.By ‘work for themselves’, the speaker means that they should till their land, make their own food and take care of their
own needs.

c.There was no money left in the treasury to pay the people for the work they do. Therefore, the speaker provided a
solution to this problem; ie, to work for themselves and earn their own daily bread.

II.1. Ivan is considered a fool because unlike his brothers, he is simple minded and lacks intelligence. He does not yearn for
wealth, money, power or fame. He is hard-working, and is also very generous to others. He listens to the heart rather than
the mind. He does not have any grudge towards anyone but easily forgets their offences.

The three instances of foolish behaviour are; when Ivan gives away all that he had worked hard for to his brothers Simon
and Tarras even after they had spent all their money and were unsatisfied with their wealth, went to Ivan and asked for his
share which he gave willingly. Ivan does not understand the real value of the power he possessed which was given to him
by the imps. When Ivan learn how to turn oak leaves into gold from the first imp, he did not understand the real value of
gold but he felt excited that the children in his village will now play with gold coins instead of stones.

Other instance of Ivan’s foolishness is his behaviour when he got plenty of soldiers. He didn’t know soldiers were meant
for waging wars and conquering kingdoms. He thought they were made to entertain and amuse people with their tunes.

2. ‘Fools are determined and won’t give up easily’. This is an ironic statement; a backhanded compliment which the devil
says of Ivan. The devil says this because Ivan never allowed a tough situation to overtake or to defeat him. He showed
courage and perseverance in the place of hurdles and obstacles. He valued people’s life over materialism. He was
eventually able to make his people realise the meaning of happiness, not by serving anybody but by being self reliant and
independent. So, he cannot really be considered a fool.

3. Imp1 grants Ivan the power to make gold from the leaves of the oak tree. Ivan was not a materialistic person and he
place happiness above everything else. He wanted to amuse and entertain the children in his village with his trick .

Imp2 teaches how to turn leaves into soldiers and back into leaves. These soldiers would play tunes and entertain the
people.Imp3 gives him a magic root which only cure his stomach ache but was also a cure for all diseases. He also cured
the Tsar’s daughter with the magic root. Ivan did not use his magical powers for his own benefit but he helped his brothers
and his own people.

#Additional question

(A). Explain the role of the devil in the play.



The devil in the play represents evil and all that is bad. He does not like peace to prevail and never want others to be
happy or content. He does everything possible to create and disturb peace. He also attempt to raise an army and also
made the Tsar of Tarrakan to attack Ivan’s kingdom. He is short sighted, impatient and devoid of love and peace. However,
all his attempt and schemes to bring chaos and disorder goes in vain.

(B) Why do the devil’s repeated efforts to corrupt Ivan fail?

-The devil’s schemes and plots to ruin Ivan but he could not materialised his plans. Ivan was the perfect peasant. Unlike his
brothers who were greedy, materialistic, and unstable, not satisfied with the wealth they have. Ivan was simple, sincere,
generous and a hard-working peasant who believed in himself, self reliant and helpful to others. Money, wealth, power
and fame did not appeal to him because of his high moral stand, the devil fails to corrupt and defeat Ivan.

(c) Why does Ivan refuse to help his brothers a second time? Is he correct in his stand?

- Ivan refuses to help his brothers a second time because Simeon used the soldiers to wage wars which caused death. For
Ivan soldiers were not meant for waging wars but for music, entertainment and celebrations so when Simon came asking
for more soldiers from him, he refused.

To his brother Tarras’ request, he refused to give anymore gold as Ivan believed gold was meant to play with (by children in
his kingdom) and not to trade with it. He knew that Tarras was asking more gold out of greediness. 

Yes, Ivan was correct in his stand because unlike his two brothers who were greedy, instable and materialistic, he was a
simple minded man who places happiness above everything.


